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Rights Reserved. Get ultimate control of your high-current devices. An MGI automotive relay
harness set has proven to be a cost-effective, compact, and reliable solution for powering
high-current electrical devices. Use 2 relays for each power window motor, and 2 relays for
locks. We offer relay sets for cost-conscious projects, single relay blocks for heavy-duty
applications, and multi relay panels for everything else. Quality products at superb prices is the
foundation of our business model. Adding and wiring electrical accessories to your vehicle may
seem like a daunting task. See our tutorial on switch basics for more information regarding
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action. We understand the importance of quality automotive electrics , especially when these
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right away, 1-day and 3-day delivery options are available at checkout with convenient real-time
rates from Canada Post and USPS. Rated 5. Contacts Get ultimate control of your high-current
devices. Rated 4. O and N. Relay Control Center 80A A heavy-duty relay control center for cars,
trucks, boats and more. Easy to work with. Simply punch a hole through the plastic, mount and
wire your RCP. What our customers are saying. Easy to install. Looks and works great. Made
life so much easier wiring in Mr. AUX lighting in my tacoma project. Surpassed my expectations,
panel is well made and thought-out, nice quality, and fast delivery. Great product. Works well.
Nice compact prewired relay panel. Very user friendly. Extremely easy to install. All of the hard
work wiring the relays is done for you. All you have to do is pull switch wires to the switch. You
land your accessory wires and you are basically done. Delivery was ahead of estimated delivery
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holders. Meets or exceeds all S. We also carry Smart Glow ATC fuses that light up when blown
making it easy to identify which circuit is faulty. We also provide a selection of fuses in our fuse
kits, and have fuse tap connectors that allow you to tap a circuit into an existing fuse. ATC style
automotive fuses in amperages ranging from 3 amps to 40 amps in size. Color coded and
see-through design for easy inspection of fuse element. ATM MINI fuses provide short circuit
and overcurrent protection for electrical wiring in automotive and other 12 volt circuits. Fits all
fuse blocks and fuse AGC glass automotive fuses provide safeguards from short circuits in 12
volt electrical circuits. AGC fuses are common in older and vintage vehicles. Fits all Makes
finding trouble circuits easy. Integrated LED illuminates when a circuit fault occurs. ANL High
Current power fuses with ratings from 80 amps uo to amps. Designed for fast protection of
higher power electrical circuits. Current ratings from 20 amps to 80 amps. For use with MAXI
fuse blocks and fuse holders. AGU style high current glass fuses with current ratings from 30
amps to 80 amps. For replacing fuses in larger AGU fuse blocks and fuse holders. Various 5
amp to 30 amp fuses included in kits. Devices for tapping in to existing fused connections to
create a new circuit. Useful when you need to quickly and easily add a circuit to your electrical
Mini ANL power fuses fill the gap between lower power fuses and high current fuses. Comes in
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engine compartments. FLB tab style automotive cartridge fuses are often used in engine
compartment wiring. Suitable as OEM replacement engine fuse block fuses. Automotive Fuses
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on. Independent power means that there is a separate input and output connection for each
fuse location, while ganged power means that a single wire or cable connection is used to
supply power to each of the fuses in the fuse panel or block. Fuse holders are meant to house a
single fuse, and are often used to provide in-line circuit protection for a single electrical
accessory. Automotive Fuse Blocks and panels for circuit protection and distribution. Designed
for use in automotive and marine 12 and 24 volt electrical circuits. Provides inline circuit
protection for your e;ectrical accessories. Automotive fuses provide fast circuit protection.
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